In recent yeaxs, several methods have been proposed in order to construct physically meaningful exact solutions of the Einstein equations of general relativity. Much (Va) q(f) arbitrary. In the present case, a solution of the constraint q' =1, closely resembling (3), is q=(f +f*) '(i(f -f*),1 ff*-, 1+ff*).
With use of (3), Eq. (1) 
together with the compatible constraints =P+~2(A-l )/(6+ 9*)(~q-1)~' ', (1.5) where q (respectively, w) is a Backlund transform of p with parameter & (respectively, P).
The new Ernst potential is e'=(1-is')/(s +s ), where s = (s', s', s'). The superposition formula (15) has the additional interest of preserving the right asymptotic conditions. In order to see this, it is convenient to find the general solution of (15) starting from Minkowski space, described by p = (0, 0, 1). An asymptotically flat space will approach this value, and the conclusions that follow will also apply in that case. Integrating (10) with q(f) = t;, so that T p (using Weyl canonical coordinates p and z), one gets (e' r, -e'"r, ),
where r, =(r'+ b'+2br cos&)'", r, =(r'+a'+2ar &icos&)"', p =r sin8, z=r cos9, a =2A, and b =2p.
From (17) 
